Though three-dimensional fluorescence microscopy has been an essential tool for modern life science research, the fundamentally limited optical throughput prevents its further move towards faster, clearer and higher-throughput applications. We hereby report a dual-stage, mutual-feedback 3D super-resolution network approach that allows gradient deep learning of the microscopy degradation from high-resolution targets to low-resolution images, which might be decimated in conventional end-to-end network approaches. Simply using single blurred-andpixelated 3D image as input, our trained network is able to infer a 3D output with notably higher resolution as well as improved contrast. It thus can push the throughput limit of current 3D fluorescence microscopy from three striking aspects as: notably reducing the acquisition time for accurate mapping of large organs, breaking the diffraction limit for imaging subcellular events with faster, lower-toxicity measurement, and significantly improving temporal resolution for capturing instantaneous biological process. We demonstrate the success of this approach by imaging vessels/neurons in mouse brain at single-cell resolution and 10 minutes per whole brain throughput. We also image microtubules in single U2OS cell beyond the diffraction limit based on singe 3D acquisition at 2 Hz volume rate, and map neuronal activities of freely-moving C. elegans across 3400 × 800 × 60 µm field-of-view at single-cell resolution and 30 Hz volume rate.
Introduction
A recurring trend in biology is the attempt to extract ever more spatial information from threedimensional biological specimens in an ever short time. Many millisecond-dynamic cellular processes, such as functional activities occurring in live animals, requires high-speed capture of transient spatial patterns at high resolution. Massive cellular details distributed across very large three-dimensional tissues also need to be obtained within an affordable time. These increasing quests are posing substantial challenge to current 3D light microscopy [1] [2] [3] . Traditional 3D imaging techniques, including Confocal and Two-photon excitation methods, can image samples in three dimensions at high spatial resolution. However, the relatively low acquisition rate together with epi-illumination mode is incapable of capturing 3D dynamics or large-scale imaging. The advent of light-sheet fluorescence microscopy has become a new technique-ofchoice for volumetric imaging (LSFM) at relatively higher speed and lower phototoxicity, owing to the use of selective illumination at vicinity of focal plane and camera-based fast acquisition [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, the optical information these imaging techniques could provide in a certain time, also known as optical throughput, remains unsatisfactory. For example, in each plane acquired by single snapshot, these microscopes are still incapable of either offering subcellular lateral resolution across large field of view of multicellular tissues, or breaking the diffraction limit for resolving organelles in single cell. On the other hand, these methods need to record many planes to comprise a 3D image with high-axial resolution, for which, however, the transient temporal profiles are decimated due to extended acquisition time. To improve the temporal resolution for capturing highly dynamic process, such as behaving model organisms, light field microscopy (LFM) particularly permits the retrieval of transient 3D signal distribution through post-processing of 4D light field recorded by single camera snapshot, but inevitably shows compromised spatial resolution and presence of reconstruction artefacts. Along another direction, various spatial resolution enhancement techniques, such as straightforward mechanical stitching [11] [12] [13] , Fourier ptychographic microscopy 14, 15 , structured illumination microscopy (SIM) 16, 17 , single molecular localization microscopy [18] [19] [20] , have been developed in past decade and greatly revolutionized the life science research. They provide a computational means of reconstructing a wide field-of-view (FOV), high-resolution (HR) 3D image or surpassing the diffraction limit based on a number of low-resolution (diffractionlimited) 3D images that have certain correlations in the space, frequency, or spectrum domain. However, these techniques apparently require increased acquisition time and complex computation procedure. Hence, despite either capturing 3D dynamics faster by one snapshot or achieving higher resolution by computing multiple image stacks, the optical throughput of these microscopy methods remains fundamentally limited and has so far prevented more widespread applications.
Unlike abovementioned multi-frame super-resolution techniques, single-image based superresolution (SISR) methods can improve the resolution without necessarily increasing the imaging time, thereby increasing the imaging throughput. However, these methods suffer from either poor enhancement effect 21-23 , or restriction of the signal characteristics 24, 25 . Neural network-based super-resolution approaches have recently provided a paradigm shift in light microscopy [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , directly improving the spatial resolution for single input image by the inference of neural network that has been trained by label data in advance. Despite its advancement in stronger SISR capability combined with high reconstruction speed, the lack of super-resolution in three dimensions yet prevents its application to capture cellular events in 3D tissues at desired high throughput. Though CARE 28 uses U-net to increase the axial resolution of 3D microscopy image, it remains processing a 3D stack slice by slice in a 2D way. Furthermore, the quest on ever better super-resolution effect also intrinsically drive current network-based superresolution methods towards newer structure and logic for applications now requiring increasingly higher spatiotemporal performance.
Here we propose a novel imaging strategy based on dual-stage-processed neural network processing of 3D image data, termed DSP-Net, that can efficiently recover a fluorescence image stack with ~4-fold super resolution in three dimensions and tens of times higher signal-to-noise ratio. Our DSP-Net directly operates 3D image volumes rather than process them slice by slice. Also unlike traditional end-to-end network architecture, DSP-Net contains two mutualfeedback structures to perform de-blurring and de-pixelization trainings separately, fundamentally inverting the process in which the microscope transform a high-resolution target into a blurred and digitalized image. Through constructing such hierarchical training data with enriched distribution of frequency spectrum, this two-stage approach allows gradual deep learning of the transformation from low-frequency to high-frequency information which might be decimated in conventional super-resolution network architecture, resulting in stronger superresolution capability. Once the network being properly trained, it could directly deduce superresolved 3D image from recorded low-resolution image, showing ultra-high throughput suited for large-scale image reconstruction or time-lapsed video processing. To demonstrate the ability of DSP-Net combined with various imaging methods, such as Confocal, LSFM, N-SIM, to push the throughput limits of 3D fluorescence microscopy, we image neurons activities of freelymoving C. elegans across a 3400 µm × 800 µm × 60 µm ultra-large FOV at single-neuron resolution, extracting the spatiotemporal patterns of neuronal calcium signaling and tracking correlated worm activity at volume rate of 30 Hz, notably faster than conventional Bessel LSFM. We also demonstrate 3D imaging of organelles in single U2OS cell at 2 Hz volume rate as well as sub-100 nm spatial resolution that is unmet by conventional N-SIM, and 3D anatomical mapping of neurons/vessels in whole mouse brain at single-cell resolution as well as ultra-high throughput of 10 minutes per brain, which is at least 2-orders higher than that from either conventional confocal or LSFM.
Result

DSP-Net for 3D super resolution
An end-to-end super-resolution neural network is able to fit complex mapping functions only when sufficient parameters are provided. Practically, owing to the highly nonlinear relationship in the ill-posed SISR problem, it is often difficult to directly map the single low-resolution (LR) input to its high-resolution (HR) target perfectly as expected, especially when they have significant quality gap, or in another word, a notable quality improvement is desired. We mitigate this network limitation by logically solving the SISR problem by two steps as: extracting rich details from the badly decimated LR input and enhancing the true signals while suppressing noises and the background. These two steps also fundamentally correspond to the recovery of digital signal aliasing by camera pixelization, and the restoration of optical blurring by the objective with limited numerical aperture (NA). Accordingly, we create a resolver and an interpolator modules in our DSP-Net, with each containing independent training target corresponding to the solution of 2 sub-issues. Complying with standard deep learning strategy, our DSP-Net comprises a training and an inference phases ( Fig. 1a, b ). At the training phase, the neural network establishes its super-resolution ability from scratch by learning from a bunch of examples (i.e., the training dataset). HR isotropic 3D images, regarded as ground truth, were acquired using scanned Bessel light microscopes with high-magnification/ high-NA objectives, or in the case for breaking diffraction limit, by Bessel light-sheet microscope combined with 3D SRRF techniques 32 . We then applied an image degradation model(Supplementary Note 1), including optical blurring, down-sampling and noise addition, to the ground truths to generate synthetic LR images, which was corresponded to our LR measurement under lowmagnification/low-NA setups (Fig.1a, step1 ). Meanwhile, a directly down-scaled version of the ground truths, termed mid-resolution (MR) data, was also generated as aliased results to bridge the two-stage training (Fig.1a, step2 ). With these synthetic training pairs prepared, the LR images were first fed to the super-resolver for clearing the noises and the backgrounds while retaining the potential high frequency structures. (Fig.1a, step3 ). The mean square error (MSE) between the MR and the output of the super-resolver, termed MR', was defined as the resolving loss, to evaluate the output quality of the super-resolver ( Fig.1a, step4 ). The MR' outputs were then sent the interpolator to be up-sampled (4 times in each dimension) into the super-resolution results (SR), with their high-frequency features being extracted and further enhanced ( Fig.1a,  step5 ). We further defined the MSE between the HR ground truths and the SR outputs as the interpolating loss ( Fig.1a, step6 ). By iteratively minimizing the two loss functions using a gradient descent approach, the parameters of both sub-nets could be optimized gradually, empowering the whole DSP-Net with ability to recover SR outputs from LR inputs with quality very close to HR ground truths. Once the training of DSP-Net converged to an optimal status, blurred, noised and pixelated 3D images captured by low-magnification/low NA (or diffractionlimited) setups could be input to the trained DSP-Net, to be recovered into a higher-resolution, higher-contrast, de-pixelated outputs directly without iterative computation required (Fig. 1a,  step7 ). By substantially increasing the spatial resolution without repetitive imaging/stitching, DSP-Net greatly improves the optical throughput, known as the spatial information can be obtained per unit time, of 3D fluorescence microscopy, which is originally limited by the system optics, regardless of its employed magnification factor or numerical aperture (NA). Compared to the existing one-stop networks [33] [34] [35] [36] , this DSP-Net leads to a more efficient optimization, resulting in a lower training time consumption and a better restoration quality, which was shown in the following experiment results.
We first demonstrated the DSP-Net based light-sheet imaging of labeled blood vessels in mouse brain. The raw 3D image stack of vessels, acquired by a Bessel light-sheet microscope using 3.2×/0.2 detection combined with ~3-μm thickness plane illumination, encompassed 4.2 billion isotropic voxels (2 μm) across 4.16 mm × 4.16 mm × 4 mm large FOV (Fig. 2b, left) . Vignette high-resolution view of the vessel shows inadequate resolving power due to low NA and relatively large voxel (Fig. 2b, LR) , as compared to the HR reference acquired by 12.6×/0.5 detection combined with ~1-μm plane illumination (0.5-μm voxel, Fig. 2b, HR) . DSP-Net recovered a 3D image with resolution close to that of the HR reference while kept high reconstruction fidelity with minimal artefacts. We further compared our DSP-Net results with those by a state-of-art single-stage network RDN 34, 35 (Fig.1 d) , showing higher spatial resolution ( Fig. 1 e) as well as better signal-to-background ratio (SBR). The corresponding MR volumes are directly down-sampled from the HRs (step 2). The first stage of DSP-Net, i.e. the resolver takes the LR as the input, suppressing its noises and the background (step3). The output of the resolver, named MR', is the intermediate result for computing the resolving error with the MR. The parameters of the resolver get optimized by minimizing the resolving error (step 4). The MR' is further input to the interpolator to reconstruct the high frequency structures (step 5). The MSE between the HR and the output of the interpolator is defined as the interpolating error. Both the interpolator and the resolver are responsible for the interpolating loss, thus minimizing it would result in the optimization of both sub-nets (step 4, 6). After well trained, a LR measurement is obtained with a sparsely scanning light sheet under a low magnification objective, and used as the input to the DSP-Net. The network makes an end-to-end super resolution by directly output the enhanced image volume. The training process requires high computational power devices such as GPU, while the inference can be conducted on any common computers. b, 3-D rendering of the DSP-Net results of the mouse brain vessel LSFM images. Shown are X-Y cross sections of the input LR, the HR ground truth, the RDN results and the DSP-Net result, with the resolution plot of the linecut. c, DSP-Net enables faster imaging speed, higher resolution and higher throughput in traditional microscopy.
3D isotropic imaging of single neurons in whole mouse brain at minutes time-scale
We imaged GFP-tagged neurons in whole mouse brain (Thy1-GFP-M) at ultra-high throughput.
The cleared whole brain has a large size of ~10 mm × 8 mm × 5 mm with highly heterogeneous fine neuronal structures distributed in hundreds of brain regions. Even with the use of our selfbuilt light-sheet microscope that has relatively high acquisition speed, single-cell-resolution volumetric mapping of whole brain remains highly challenging, owing to the limited system throughput, and thereby requires long-lasting tile imaging, e.g., nearly 200 tiles in tens of hours, under a high-magnification setup, e.g., 12.6× detection with 1-μm plane illumination.
In our DSP-Net Bessel light-sheet implementation (Fig. 2a) , we first chose high-resolution, high-SBR Bessel images of a few neurons (abovementioned 12.6× setup, 500 ms exposure) in isocortex and cerebellum regions to construct training dataset for DSP-Net, and then used the trained network to restore low-resolution, low-SBR images of various types of neurons across the whole brain (abovementioned 3.2× setup, 50 ms exposure). In Fig. 2b , we showed the DSP-Net recovered 3D neurons from cortex (b2, middle column), striatum (b3, middle column) and cerebellum (b4, middle column) regions of reconstructed whole brain (b1), and compared the results with raw 3.2× inputs (left columns) as well as HR reference images by the same 12.6× setup used for the acquisition of training data (right columns). We notice that the recovered images by DSP-Net show obviously sharper details of neuron fibers, as compared to the ambiguous LR inputs, providing near-isotropic 3D resolution as high as that of HR reference (plots in Fig. 2b) . Therefore, DSP-Net enabled Bessel light-sheet microscopy herein shows its strong capability for rapid whole-brain imaging, typically in a few minutes under 3.2× acquisition, at single-neuron resolution, which is close to those by 12.6× HR setup. Its achieved throughput could be over 2-orders higher than conventional Bessel light-sheet ( Fig. 2c ). Furthermore, it is shown that the extra robustness of neural network also allows our DSP-Net to be quickly trained by merely a small amount of HR neuron data, before it can recover various types of neurons in whole brain. As a result of high-throughput, high-resolution mapping of whole brain, the segmentation and tracing of long-distance neurons, as well as image-based quantitative analysis could be performed at system level. As a demonstration, we segmented a pyramidal neuron at cortex region. Compared to the raw 3.2× image, DSP-Net obviously visualized more nerve fibers, thus enabling neuronal trajectory with more abundant details of connectivity presented in three dimensions (Fig. 2d ). 
Rapid 3D super-resolution imaging of single cell with low photo-toxicity
A common problem in super-resolution fluorescence microscopy in sub-cellular level is the photon budget for reconstructing super-resolution images. We demonstrate the ability of DSP-Net by imaging Alexa Fluor 488-labelled microtubules in single U2OS cell beyond the diffraction limit, with improved acquisition rate as well as reduced photon budget. We first obtained sub-diffraction-limit 3D image of microtubules based on super-resolution radial fluctuations (SRRF) 32 computation of thirty diffraction-limited image stacks consecutively acquired by our Bessel light-sheet microscope (Method). Due to the noticeable photo-bleaching by repetitive fluorescence emission, the last one of the 30 image stacks obviously shows lowest SNR as well as diffraction-limited resolution, equivalent to the image stack acquired by a lowerintensity laser illumination. Then we used the 3D-SRRF image and its corresponding LR images to construct training dataset for DSP-Net, and applied the trained network to the superresolution of the 30 th measurement with lowest quality (Fig.3 a) . We demonstrate that for lowresolution, low-SNR input data obtained by diffraction-limited optics and low-dose excitation (few photon emission), the DSP-Net enables notable improvement in both 3D resolution and SNR (Fig. 3c) . The network was also proven to be highly robust, capable of recovering highfidelity super-resolution image stack from either 1 st or 30 th stack of the 30 measurements (Fig.  3c) . The line profiles of the resolved microtubules by low-SNR, high SNR inputs, their corresponding DSP-Net outputs, and SRRF result, were plotted in Fig. 3d , to compare the achieved resolution by each method. The quality of DSP-Net recovery is similar with SRRF results (Fig. 3d ) while the network consumes less than 0.05% photons to reconstruct the superresolution image (Fig. 3f) . Therefore, DSP-Net combined with light-sheet microscopy permits very low-toxic, low-beaching super-resolution 3D imaging with minimal-intensity excitation, indicating its strong potential for sustained live cell imaging . Considering the SISR capability of DSP-Net, it exhibits beyond-diffraction-limit resolution (~100 nm) similar with SRRF result while keeps a temporal resolution as high as standard Bessel sheet imaging, at a rate of around 2 volume s -1 (Fig. 3g ). 
Cross-mode 3D super-resolution by DSP-Net
We directly use the DSP-Nets trained by Bessel light-sheet images of brain neurons, or SRRF Bessel light-sheet images of microtubules in cells, to restore the low-resolution images of the neurons by confocal microscope, or diffraction-limited wide-field image of the microtubules by SIM microscope, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4a , 3D images stack of a 100-μm thick mouse brain slice was captured by a confocal microscope (Nikon Ni-E, CFI LWD 16×/0.8 W objective). The down-sampled version (4 × 4 × 4 times in three dimensions) of the confocal stack, considered as the LR inputs (Fig. 4b, LR) , was then sent to the abovementioned DSP-Net trained with Bessel light-sheet data, for cross-mode (CM) super-resolution inference. The result, termed as CM-DSP-Net in Fig 4b, was further compared with the recovered result by another DSP-Net normally trained with confocal data (DSP-Net), as well as the original HR 16× confocal measurement (Fig. 4b, HR) . For super-resolution 3D imaging of microtubules in an U2OS cell (Fig. 4e ), the LR input was a diffraction-limited 3D wide-field image obtained by simply averaging the fifteen SIM exposures at each z-plane ( Nikon N-SIM,CFI Apo TIRF 100x/1.49 oil, Fig. 4f, LR) . The abovementioned DSP-Net trained using Bessel light-sheet data was then applied to this wide-field image to recover 3D microtubules beyond diffraction limit (Fig. 4f , CM-DSP-Net). The result was finally compared with super-resolution image obtained by 3D-SIM reconstruction using the 15 patterned exposures (Fig. 4f , 3D-SIM). For both case, these cross-mode DSP-Net could provide extraordinary enhancement to the heterogeneous inputs. By qualitatively analyzing the reconstruction quality, CM-DSP-Net results show spatial resolutions similar with those by regular DSP-Net. At the same time, the high RSP and RSE values also indicate the sufficient accuracy of the CM-DSP-Net recovery. 
Cross-sample 3D super-resolution by DSP-Net.
In addition to cross-mode capability, we further demonstrate that the DSP-Net also enables cross-sample (CS) super-resolution imaging of brain vessels by a brain neuron-trained network at single cell resolution, and endoplasmic reticulum by a microtubules-trained network beyond the diffraction limit. For both cases, our network shows intrinsically remarkable improvements for new types of signals ( Fig. 5a,b, d, e ). Furthermore, the quantitative analyses on achieved resolution and reconstruction errors both verify the reliable cross-sample super-resolution recovery by DSP-Net. It's noted that the robust cross-mode, cross-sample capabilities found in our 3D DSP-Net were also consistent with previous findings from 2D network superresolution 27 .
